

Oopsy! Something went wrong!


Type:  expression 

Messages:
invalid variable declaration [
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ColdBox 2.5.2 is now available! This is an important update that will fix several bugs and some new updates. Also, not only is the new version out, but the new Official ColdBox Website. It has a spanking new look and its full of information for all users. There are several announcements on it, as well as the starting point of turning ColdBox into a Professional Open Source Project. So 2008 will sure be an interesting year for ColdBox, so stay tuned as the website gathers momentum and the next versions are already in the works.

As a sidenote, the entire new website is based on the following technologies that ColdBox recommends as a base for all web development projects:


 
	ColdBox

 
	ColdSpring

 
	Transfer
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O?uz Demirkap?
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Great job! Thanks! :)
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Sana
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Man you really ROCK.......

Thanks so such for a great web toolkit.
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Luis,

Trying to update through the Dashboard, but it says I am up2date. My version 2.5.1 and Available Version 2.5.1
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Luis Majano
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I might have left that part missing, Sorry, will update it today. OOPS!!
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Carlos
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Excellent work, sir.
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Ernst van der Linden
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Well done Luis!! Excelent job!!
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Josh Giese
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wow, Luis, I am impressed. The site looks great! congrats on launching it.
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* The full robust errors can be seen by switching the coldbox.customErrorTemplate in your configuration file (/config/ColdBox.cfc) to
"/coldbox/system/exceptions/BugReport.cfm" or "/coldbox/system/exceptions/Whoops.cfm" and reloading the application.



